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In reading Wen Bacl Things Happen to Goocl Peoplet, by Rabbi Harold Kushner, I canre

across a section that discussed miracles. This reminded of me of a case in which l had a

marginal role but I think is an excellent example to discuss some of the ideas of this book

as well as some of my personal beliefs about religion. The following is a rough

description of the case along with a brief analysis of the religious implications.

I went along for an inpatient consult to visit a baby girl with Camptomelic

dysplasia. The prognosis of tiiis condition is very poor and the family dyiarnics were

very complex. The mother and father had known of the possible diagnosis before ti-rey

baby girl was bom and had attended each of their doctor's visits with the husband's

father, who was a preacher at a nearby fundamentalist Christian church. Despite be given

infonnation about the diagnosis and the low chance of the baby's survival, the patemal

grandfather was unmoved in his belief that his granddaughter, with enough prayer and

faith, would be cured. I was not present when the genetic counselor and geneticist spoke

with the family the day we went, but was infbrmed that one of the patemal gandfather's

hrst questions to the geneticist was "Do you believe in miracles?" This is a loaded ancl

difficult question to address. This is the type of questions that asks a clinician to gauge

his or her own beliefs will still attempting to build rapporl and turst with a fan-rily.

Tluoughout this paper I will reflect on what I thinl< are some of the possible motives

behind this question and discuss possible ways I would answer this question after reading

Wen Bad Things Happen to Good People
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My gut instinct in thinking about this question is that the type of milacle the

grandfather is talking about is impossible. This ieeiing is baseci on my understanding of

and faith in science. By my faith in science, I mean rny faith in the empirical attentpts to

understand the natural world around us. To me a miracle is that a single cell can drvide

millions of times to produce a human life, and even more so that this process occurs

without major errors the majority of the time. A miracle that tums a baby u'ith

Camptomelic dysplasia into a healthy, normal individual is outside the realm of uy

beliefs. However, my gut instinct in answering this man's question is to attempt to
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Rabbi Kushner discusses the idea of miracles in ancient times as "reassllring proof

of a God" that show "God cared about us so much that He was willing to suspeud tl.re

laws of nature to support and plotect those whom He favored" (pg.57). Is it possible that

the grandfather in this case felt that he and his family deserved exemption from the larvs

of nature and to be spared the devastating course of this diagnosis? It may be that the

idea of these types of miracles may not seem be so unrealistic to some individuals. Rabbi

Kushner also discusses the idea that God produceci an ordered world in whicir tire iarvs of

nature are persevered, which gives human beings a sense of consistency. Following this

belief, if God rvere to make exceptions for certain individuals that the overall results

would be negative. As much as I can understand what Rabbi Kushner is implying in this

section of the book I do not know if exploring this belief would be effective in this

scenario, In my opinion, the grandfather may have asked this question in order to

detenline whether the geneticist's beliefs were the same as his; a barometer by lvhich he

could gauge the validity of any'thing the geneticist would say after that point. Introdr-rcing
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an altemative idea about the truth and efficacy of miracles may only have acted to

alienate the grancit'hther. I this situation, I wouiri point out how unfair tiris ciiagrrosis rvas

and that while we all wished that this man's glanddaughter could be cured, past

experience has not indicated this is likely. In this way yolr do not eontradict the belief in

miracles, in fact you even wish that a miracle could happen, but you inch-rde tl-re reality of

the situation.

In thinking about my beliefs about why tragic events happen to people, in my

mind it is not based on the idea of punishment. The world is that it is and it is and human

beings tliat place judgments on ii as being cruel, ur1'ust, or a test of faith, The occumence

of certain events is random and we as individuals have control over these situations by

the way we react to them. Some people find the strength to react in their leligion and

God, I find the strength in myself and in the people who love me. As Rabbi I(ushner

says, placing judgments on why random events occllr is the product of them "striving

desperately tying to make sense of all that happens" (pS. a6). I understand and the Rabbi

Kushner comments that for some people it is better think that something happened lor a

purpose rather than for no reason at all. I would have wanted to get more of an

undelstanding of how this family felt about the purpose or cause of this diagnosis to

assess if they felt it was a punishment or test from God.

As much as I admire and am intrigued by Rabbi Kushner's idea that God does not

have control over the unforlunate events that occur in an individual's life, this may be a

radical idea to a fundamentalist of any religion. To present this idea to the grandfatl-rer in

this case would probably be meet with resistance. Instead, focusing on the idea that God

can help individual's to heal from tragedies like afatal genetic diagnosis may be a more
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appropriate route. This maybe a more appropriate area to direct prayer as well" Rabbi

Kushner give severai example of individual's praying for sick and cieteriorating ioveci

ones only to be disappointed when these loved ones succumb to their ailments. I think

that the prayers directed at curing the baby in this case would have a similar result

because they are set at making a "fatal condition less fatal, or to change the inexorable

course of an illness" (pg. 116). In redirecting prayer to ask for the strength aud sLrpport to

make it tlirough a difficult time, this family can, in paft, retain their faith while preparing

for the reality of the situation.

i iLrink that in this case the reiigious implication go beyond the lole of genetic

counselor and certainly lie outside of my comfort level as far as discussing religion.

Unfoftunately, I think that the valuable perspective of Rabbi Kushner may not have been

the most beneficial for this family, at least initially. Introducing a different point of vieu,

may have threatened the family's understanding of the role of God in their lives"

However, the ideas brought up this book may be helpful for people who are looking for

an answer to why a ceftain genetic diagnosis happened to them. It is possible that this

family may be more open to tire ideas presented in this book over time and it may help

thern to preserve what was obviously an irnpoftant aspect of their life, their religron. For

me personally, the perspective of this book has helped me to see ways that I can relate io

individuals with different beliefs than my orvn. I see several palallels with my spiritr-ral

beliefs and the author's religious analysis. I also thinl< that this book provides some very

helpful advice on how to supporl families in crisis regardless of their religiosity.

l Kusl'mer, Harold S. When Bad Things Happen to Good People. Avon Publishers. Nerv

York. 1981.


